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  1. What is the other name of wasabi?

Japanese horseradish

Devil's radish

Green hottie

2. Which part of the wasabi plant is used for making a condiment?

Seeds

Leaves

Rhizomes

3. Where is wasabi native to?

India

Japan

Vietnam

4. When were the first records of wasabi condiment made?

8th century

15th century

17th century

5. Which region of Japan is the largest producer of wasabi?

Kochi

Shizuoka
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Nagano

6. What wasabi stimulates the most?

Tongue

Nose

Eyes

7. Which traditional Japanese food is usually served with wasabi?

Sushi

Mochi

Miso soup

8. When did the popularity of wasabi start to grow in Europe?

1890s

1950s

1980s

9. Which part of the plant can also be eaten?

Seeds

Flowers

Leaves

10. Why is true wasabi quite expensive?

Plant growing conditions makes it hard to cultivate

It is very popular and its price doesn't matter for customers

It is made with expensive secret ingredient
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Right answers

  1. What is the other name of wasabi?
  Japanese horseradish
  2. Which part of the wasabi plant is used for making a condiment?
  Rhizomes
  3. Where is wasabi native to?
  Japan
  4. When were the first records of wasabi condiment made?
  8th century
  5. Which region of Japan is the largest producer of wasabi?
  Nagano
  6. What wasabi stimulates the most?
  Nose
  7. Which traditional Japanese food is usually served with wasabi?
  Sushi
  8. When did the popularity of wasabi start to grow in Europe?
  1980s
  9. Which part of the plant can also be eaten?
  Leaves
  10. Why is true wasabi quite expensive?
  Plant growing conditions makes it hard to cultivate
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